SPECIALIST VACUUM
EXCAVATORS

ALL ABOUT VAC UK LONGO

BENEFITS
OF RHINO
VACUUM
EXCAVATOR

Vac UK Longo is a partnership between Vac UK, the UK’s most technologically advanced vacuum excavator specialist and Longo, an
Italian manufacturer of high-quality vacuum excavators and industrial vehicles. Vac UK has the dealership for the Longo Rhino Vacuum
Excavator in the UK, Ireland, USA and Canada and will be stocking the Rhino within their hire fleet as well as selling units to a select
client base. Vac UK is proud to stock the Rhino and look forward to demonstrating its extensive capabilities to our clients on site.

VAC UK
Vac UK has the most modern, highest spec vacuum excavator fleet in the UK. We invest heavily in the latest vacuum excavator
technology to help reduce cable strikes across the industry and meet our clients ever increasing demands for safe, innovative, cost
effective and environmentally friendly solutions. Vac UK is the trusted delivery partner to the UK’s major contractors. Our hire fleet
stock vac exs from all the leading manufacturers to ensure we always have the best Vac Ex and driver to suit our clients contracts.
Civil engineering, utility, construction companies and public utilities are increasingly turning to Vac UK for our specialist knowledge
and experience in delivering vacuum excavator solutions on the most complex of projects.

VACUUM EXCAVATION
WHAT IS IT?

WHAT IS IT USED FOR?

Vacuum excavation (or
Civil engineering, utility,
suction excavation as it can
building and infrastructure
also be called) is a safer,
projects.
more environmentally friendly
and cost efficient method of
excavating.

WHY IS IT USED
It is fast and safe.
Excavates safely around live
services whilst reducing the
risk of service strikes.
Guaranteed to do the job
without the risk of damaging
unforeseen utilities.

WHERE IS IT USED?
Commonly used in the
airport, highways, rail, water,
gas, power, nuclear and
housing sectors. It can also
be used on tunnel building,
waste transfer and disposal,
building renovation, tree
root excavation, archaeology,
emergency service and
disaster sites.

Turbines and double separate
aspiration plant for the suction of
dry and/or liquid material through a
rear suction trunk with a 250mm
diameter hose.

The turbines are made
of wear-resistant material
for high performance. They
produce a flow rate of 45,000
m³/h and a vacuum up to 600 mbar
to ensure the suction of material
from long distance.

Continuous automatic
filtration system of the sucked
air, consisting of 50 washable and
replaceable filter cartridges capable
to completely breaking down the
aspirated dust.
Designed to eliminate the
detrimental problems caused by
liquids entering the dry filters.

Dust emission control.

Powerful air compressor of 4.500
lit/min, designed for continuous
heavy-duty operation.

The body is entirely made of
Hardox abrasion proof steel and
furnished with a vibrating device to
improve unloading.
Different models are available
for 2, 3 and 4 axle vehicles and
can be supplied in ADR version on
request.

LONGO
Longo is a multigenerational family business with fifty years of history and experience. It is a world market leader in the production
of industrial vehicles for the water, highways, airports, oil and gas and civil engineering and infrastructure sector. Longo specialises
in equipment using vacuum and high pressure technology for drainage, sewerage systems, safe utility exposure and hazardous waste.

EXPERIENCE

TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION

A world-class reputation valued for quality, power,
reliability and safety.

Use high precision welding
processes, entirely run by
robotic systems.

Vehicles used in over 40
countries worldwide.

Use the most technologically
advanced equipment and
diagnostic instruments at
every stage of the production
cycle.

50 years of experience.

Are certified and fully
compliant with industry quality Manufacture a wide range
standards ISO 9001/2000 –
of trims suitable to any kind
ISO 14001/2004.
of chassis with a precise
philosophy: using and
Expertise and technological
developing new technologies
advancement has placed
that respect the environment.
Longo group in a leading
position in the European and
global markets.

SUPPORT
Offer a wide range of
products and replacement
parts from our six storey
factory covering 500 square
metres.
The highly experienced team
will discuss your needs and
help determine the best
specification for you.
24/7 support centre.

RELIABILITY
Produce products that stand
out for their reliability, ease
of use and maintenance. This
is a result of choosing the
best partners, technologically
advanced equipment and
the cooperation of electronic
and mechanical engineering
experts.
Experts in manufacturing
vehicles for the environment
with particular emphasis
on the research, design
and production of new
technological solutions.

The equipment has the Longo innovative system of management and monitoring of dust emissions in the atmosphere. This
performs a combined and continuous control of dust-temperature concentrations to avoid the risk of triggering an explosion in
ATEX zones.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Among the various options available, you can request to have hydraulic operations of the equipment completely controlled by
remote control, a water tank coupled to a high pressure water piston pump with stainless steel head and valves, hose reel, gas
detector devices, and rear street washing/suction system with high performance nozzles.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
VEHICLE
Chassis

Fitted to clients spec. including
Mercedes, Volvo and Scania.

Automatic air filtration system with 40 washable and
replaceable filter cartridges

Tare of equipped vehicle

25,500 kg

Washing and aspiration system for dirty surfaces

Vehicle weight fully loaded

32,000 kg

Side hose reel

60 mt da 1/2”

EQUIPMENT

Remote control

HARDOX tipping container

Remote-controlled hydrostatic move

Dry and/or liquid material suction turbines with double
separate aspiration plant

Remote-controlled working light

Rear suction arm with 250 mm diameter hose

Side pipes and tools lockers

Turbines

45,000 m /h at 0.45 bar

On request, Atex equipment for both powders and liquids

Water pumps

110 l/m at 400 bar

Double air duct to eliminate the harmful problem of
liquids entering the filters

Water tank capacity

5000 litre

ZERO IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT OF DUST
EMISSIONS Registered Patent No. M12012A000060.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION,TO REQUEST A QUOTE OR ARRANGE A VISIT
CALL 0800 193 0062 OR EMAIL: INFO@VACUKLTD.CO.UK

